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Multi-non-binary turbo codes
Horia Balta1,2, Catherine Douillard3 and Radu Lucaciu1*

Abstract

This paper presents a new family of turbo codes called multi-non-binary turbo codes (MNBTCs) that generalizes the

concept of turbo codes to multi-non-binary (MNB) parallel concatenated convolutional codes (PCCC). An MNBTC

incorporates, as component encoders, recursive and systematic multi-non-binary convolutional encoders. The more

compact data structure for these encoders confers some advantages on MNBTCs over other types of turbo codes,

such as better asymptotic behavior, better convergence, and reduced latency. This paper presents in detail the

structure and operation of an MNBTC: MNB encoding, trellis termination, Max-Log-MAP decoding adapted to the

MNB case. It also shows an example of MNBTC whose performance is compared with the state-of-the-art turbo

code adopted in the DVB-RCS2 standard.
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1 Introduction
Two decades after their introduction in [1], turbo codes

(TCs) have found their utility in numerous communica-

tion systems. TCs can be found in LTE, DVB or in deep

space communications standards [2-4]. This TC success

was possible because of the numerous studies in the past

years, leading to the diversification of TC families and to

the emergence of new codes, whose decoding is based

on the principle of iterative or turbo decoding. Thus, the

evolution of TC in terms of component convolutional

encoder after the now classic single binary turbo codes

(SBTC) [1], was followed by double/multibinary turbo

codes (D/MBTCs) [5,6] and non-binary turbo codes

(NBTCs) [7-9]. These new TC families aim to improve

SBTC performance, especially by lowering the error

floor. Proposing a new family of multi-non-binary turbo

codes (MNBTCs), this paper may be seen as a conti-

nuation of these concerns. The MNBTC was firstly

introduced in [10], but this paper presents a more

complete description of MNBTCs and also an example of

more efficient MNBTCs. An MNBTC has recursive and

systematic convolutional component encoders, with sev-

eral non-binary inputs. This evolution from single-binary

to (multi-)non-binary is found at low-density parity-check

(LDPC) codes [11], but it happened much earlier [12].

The first benefit brought forth by the new family of

MNBTCs is latency reduction, the data block being

more compact. Another benefit, argued by practical

results, is a lower error floor. Basically, simulations show

that the waterfall region extends below 10−8 of frame

error rate (FER). Furthermore, MNB turbo decoders

have a better convergence at high SNRs.

In addition, MNBTCs as non-binary LDPCs (NB-LDPCs)

can be easily combined with high-order modulations, yield-

ing increased bandwidth efficiency. The price for these

benefits is the increased complexity of the component code

trellis and, therefore, of the computational effort of the

decoder. But, due to the evolution of the processing

capacity, it is expected that the complexity of non-binary

codes to no longer pose a disadvantage in relation to binary

codes. This is confirmed by the extensive studies of

NB-LDPC codes, [13-17].

The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 2,

we describe the MNBTC encoder and decoder, as well

as component codes, the MNBTC structure, the encod-

ing process and trellis termination, the Max-Log-MAP

algorithm adjusted to the MNB case, and details of inter-

leaving. In Section 3, we propose a memory-3 MNBTC

with two inputs offering a good trade-off between per-

formance and complexity. The process of component

encoder selection is explained and performance is

assessed through simulations in both the AWGN and

the Rayleigh fading channels, in conjunction with BPSK

and 16-QAM modulations. Performance is compared

with the DBTC of the DVB-RCS2 standard [3] and

also with some NB-LDPC from literature. Section 4

concludes the paper.
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2 The structure of MNBTCs
2.1 Multi-non-binary convolutional encoders

In this section, we describe the encoding scheme of the

constituent codes of MNBTCs. Each constituent encoder

has R non-binary inputs taking values in the Galois field

GF(2Q), and is then referred to as a multi-non-binary

(MNB). In Figure 1, we present the general scheme of a

memory-M recursive systematic MNB convolutional

encoder (MNBCE), with a rate Rc = R/(R + 1). This scheme

is known as the observer canonical form [18]. Each cell of

the register in Figure 1 stores a vector of Q bits at a time.

All the links are supposed to have a width equal to Q in

order to carry Q-bit vectors. Each block labeled gm,r, with

0 ≤m <M, 0 ≤ r ≤ R, represents a multiplier in GF(2Q) by

the generator polynomial coefficient gm,r. Adders also per-

forms the sum in GF(2Q). At time n, the R encoder inputs

consist of a word of symbols un ¼ unR … un2 un1½ � with

unr ¼ unr;Q−1 … unr;1 unr;0
� �

, 1 ≤ r ≤ R, 0 ≤ n <N, where

N is the interleaver length and unr;q are binary coefficients.

The MNB convolutional encoder generates R + 1 outputs,

of which the first R symbols correspond to the R inputs

(systematic part) and the last symbol is a redundant

symbol. The current encoder state at time n is given by

the content of the shift register, Sn0 , S
n
1 , … SnM−1. We define

the encoder state vector by sn ¼ snM−1 … sn1 sn0½ �.
To simplify the notations, we understand by un both its

vector expression unR … un2 un1½ � and its scalar one un

being an element of GF(2Q∙R), the distinction being made in

context. Similarly, unr is in GF(2Q) and sn is in GF(2Q∙M). Also,

we note that we have chosen to place temporal indices in

the top right and the rest of the indices in the bottom right.

The relation between the encoder state at time n + 1

and the encoder state at time n can be expressed in the

compact form:

snþ1
� �

1�M
¼ unð Þ1�R⋅ GTð ÞR�M þ snð Þ1�M⋅ Tð ÞM�M ð1Þ

un0 ¼ un⋅GL þ sn⋅W ð2Þ

where G
T = GL⋅GF + GT

0 and W = ([0 0 … 0 1]1×M)
T,

with ‘
T
’ denoting the transpose operation and G0 =

[ gm,r]M ≥ m ≥1, R ≥ r ≥ 1, GF = [ gM,0 gM-1,0 … g1,0], GL =

[ g0,R g0,R-1 … g0,1]
T, T ¼

0 M−1ð Þ�1 IM−1

GF

� �

. In the defi-

nition of T and in (1), we marked the size of the matrices

in question by pairs of indices of the form x × y.

Applying the D transform similarly to the binary case

[19] (X Dð Þ ¼
X

þ∞

k¼−∞

xk⋅Dk ) to Equations 1 and 2, we

obtain

D−1
⋅S Dð Þ ¼ U Dð Þ⋅GT þ S Dð Þ⋅T ð3Þ

U0 Dð Þ ¼ U Dð Þ⋅GL þ S Dð Þ⋅W ð4Þ

After some basic manipulations, it can be shown that

U0 Dð Þ ¼
X

R

r¼1

gr Dð Þ

g0 Dð Þ
⋅U Dð Þ ð5Þ

where gr Dð Þ ¼ ∑
M

m¼0 gm;r⋅D
m , 0 ≤ r ≤ R, are the gene-

rator polynomials. Because of the systematic nature of

the involved encoders, (5) can be seen as the encoding

relationship: U0(D) =G(D)⋅U(D), where

G Dð Þ ¼
gR Dð Þ

g0 Dð Þ
…

g1 Dð Þ

g0 Dð Þ

� �

ð6Þ

This encoding matrix uniquely identifies a MNB con-

volutional encoder from the whole encoders family. For

Figure 1 Multi-non-binary convolutional encoder – general scheme.
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the sake of simplicity, we will use the form G = [gm,r]

M≥m≥0,R≥r≥0 to refer to the encoding matrix. Hence,

we have

G ¼
G0 GT

F

GT
L 1

� �

ð7Þ

2.2 The trellis termination for an MNBCE

In this section, we show how the already known tech-

niques for trellis termination can be adapted to the

MNB case: tail-biting [20] and zero padding [21,22].

Although the form of the equations is similar to the

binary case, for the MNB case, all operations are per-

formed in GF(2Q).

Starting from Equation 1 we can develop consecutivelya

sN ¼ uN−1⋅GT þ sN−1⋅T ¼

¼ uN−1⋅GT þ uN−2⋅GT þ sN−2⋅Tð Þ⋅T

¼ … … ¼
X

N−1

n¼0

un⋅GT ⋅T
N−1−n þ s0⋅TN

ð8Þ

Thus, using the notation

su ¼
X

N−1

n¼0

un⋅GT ⋅T
N−1−n ð9Þ

we have

sN ¼ su þ s0⋅TN ð10Þ

The tail-biting technique involves a pre-encoding

stage. The goal of pre-encoding is to determine su. Thus,

starting with the null state s0 = 0, it results that su = sN.

Actual coding starts with state s0 = sx and finally reaches

the same state sN = sx. We have sx = su + sx ⋅ TN, hence

sx ¼ su⋅ IM þ TN
� �−1

ð11Þ

provided that the matrix (IM + TN) is non-singular. If Nf

is the period of the polynomial g0(D) associated to the

feedback, we have

TN f ¼ IM ð12Þ

Therefore, (IM + TN) is non-singular and hence the

tail-biting technique can be applied if N is not a multiple

of the period Nf. The maximum possible period of a

degree-M feedback polynomial with coefficients in

GF(2Q) is

N f ¼ 2Q
� �M

−1 ð13Þ

In practice, the transition from sN to sx can be

achieved using a look-up table with 2Q∙M values.

The tail-biting technique has the advantage of not re-

quiring the insertion of additional redundancy. Using

tail-biting, the coding rate of the MNBCE in Figure 1 is

RcTB ¼
R

Rþ 1
ð14Þ

Zero padding can be achieved in two ways: interleaved

termination or uninterleaved termination. Zero padding

closes the trellis at null stateb at both ends: send = s0 = 0.

If s0 = 0, (8) results in

sN ¼ su ¼
X

N−1

n¼0

un⋅GT ⋅T
N−1−n ð15Þ

Zero padding with uninterleaved termination does not

require pre-encoding. For zero padding with uninter-

leaved termination, K redundant symbols are added to

the input block [un]0≤ n <N so that

send ¼ sNþK ¼ sN ⋅TK þ
X

K−1

n¼0

uNþn
⋅GT ⋅T

K−1−n ¼ 0 ð16Þ

The matrix Equation 16 should be regarded as a

system of M scalar equations on GF(2Q), where the

unknowns are redundant symbols uN, …, uN+K−1 with

parameters the entries of sN. For (16) to be a compatible

system, uniquely determined, it is necessary and suffi-

cient to insert K =M redundant symbols.

Similar to the tail-biting case (Equation 11), Equation 16

also can be solved a priori, then using a look-up-table.

The coding rate for zero padding with uninterleaved

termination is

RcZPU ¼
R⋅N

Rþ 1ð Þ N þMð Þ
ð17Þ

Zero padding with interleaved termination is done,

dislodging M information symbols and attributing their

places to redundant symbols. Assuming that the positions

of redundant symbols are JZPI = {n1, …, nM}, we have

send ¼ sN ¼

X

N−1

N¼0

n∉JZPI

un⋅GT ⋅T
N−1−n

þ ∑
n∈JZPI

un⋅GT ⋅T
N−1−n ¼ 0

ð18Þ

As for tail-biting, Equation 18 can be solved in two

steps. By a pre-encoding stage, in which unð Þn∈JZPI is set

to 0, we obtain

su ¼

X

N−1

N¼0

n∉JZPI

un⋅GT ⋅T
N−1−n ð19Þ

Knowing su, the matrix Equation 18 is a system of M

scalar equations with M unknowns that can be solved a
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priori, and for which a look-up table can be used. One

can note that the pre-encoding step can be eliminated if

JZPI = {N-M, …, N-1}. In this case, the calculation of su,

identifying the redundant symbols for the trellis termi-

nation and the encoding of these symbols using a look-

up table are two phases of a single encoding.

The coding rate for zero padding with interleaved

termination is

RcZPI ¼
R⋅ N−Mð Þ

Rþ 1ð Þ⋅N
ð20Þ

2.3 Turbo encoding of an MNBTC

The left part of Figure 2 describes the structure of an

MNBTC encoder. Input data block u = [uR … u2 u1],

with ur ¼ u0r u1r … uN−1
r

� �

, 1 ≤ r ≤ R, is encoded by

MNB encoder C1, providing the redundant symbols

sequence x1 ¼ x01 x11 … xN−1
1

� �

. At the same time,

after being permuted by the block interleaver π, the in-

put data sequence π(u) is encoded by MNB encoder C0

which generates the second redundant symbols sequence

x0 ¼ x00 x10 … xN−1
0

� �

. So, the output of the turbo

encoder is x = [xR+1 … x2 x1 x0], where [xR+1 … x2] =

[uR … u2 u1] is the systematic part of the output. In this

way, the turbo coding rate is Rc = R/(R + 2). Of course,

if a higher turbo coding rate is desired, puncturing can

be performed.

Figure 3 shows the general structure of a block gener-

ated by an MNB turbo encoder at bit-wise in Figure 3a,

and at symbol-wise in Figure 3b, respectively. All bits of

a block form the MNBTC word. Columns in both

figures contain the bits/symbols generated at the turbo

encoder output in the same moment of time (tact). The

entire bit sequence contained in a column was named

coded word (different from the MNBTC word). These

coded words can be identified by the temporal indices:

xi, 0 ≤ i < N. The structure of bit-wise encoded words is

visible in Figure 3a, of symbol-wise encoded words in

Figure 3b. Also, Figure 3b shows that a coded word

contains both information (symbols) and redundancy

(symbols). The same block (turbo-coded word) can be

seen/regrouped in Q-symbol sequences generated by the

R + 2 outputs of the MNBTC, denoted xr, 0 ≤ r ≤ R + 1.

Sequences x2, x3, …, xR+1 form the data block, and x0
and x1 form the redundancy generated by the MNBTC.

Note that a branch through the trellis encoder C1 is

given by the pair un xn1½ � and a branch in C0 encoder

trellis is given by the pair π uð Þn xn0
� �

.

Trellis termination in MNBTC may be done primarily

in four ways:

i) Dual tail-biting. Both encoders, C1 and C0, use the

tail-biting technique to terminate their trellises. Turbo-

coding rate in this case is

RcDTB ¼
R

Rþ 2
ð21Þ

ii) Semi-termination. C1 terminates its trellis accord-

ing to the zero padding technique with interleaved

termination with JZPI = {N-M, …, N-1} while C0 does

Figure 2 The scheme of a MNBTC.
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not terminate the trellis. For the turbo-coding rate, the

following value results

RcSCL ¼
R⋅ N−Mð Þ

Rþ 2ð Þ⋅N
ð22Þ

iii) Interleaved dual termination. Both encoders use

the zero padding technique with interleaved termination.

Positions of redundant symbols for C1 trellis termi-
nation can be chosen like in the previous case JZPI−1 =
{N-M, …, N-1}, but for C0 they result from interleaving:

b

a

Figure 3 Structure of MNB turbo-coded block. (a) Bit-level structure of MNB turbo-coded block; (b) Q-symbol-level structure of MNB turbo-coded block.
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JZPI-2 = {π(N-M), …, π(N-1)}. Thus, at least C0 performs
a pre-coding stage. The coding rate is

RcIDT ¼
R⋅ N−2⋅Mð Þ

Rþ 2ð Þ⋅N
ð23Þ

iv) Uninterleaved dual termination. Both encoders use

the zero padding technique with uninterleaved termin-

ation. The coding rate is

RcUDT ¼
R⋅N

Rþ 2ð Þ⋅ N þMð Þ þ R⋅N
ð24Þ

The uninterleaved dual termination technique is easy

to accomplish, but subsequently raises the issue of re-

structuring the encoded block as sequences x2, …, xR+1
contain N + 2∙M symbols, while sequences x0 and x1
only consist of N + M symbols.

2.4 Modulation

For a 2P-order modulation, if Q is a multiple of P, i.e.,

Q = P ∙ B, the Q bits of a turbo-coded Q-symbol can be

grouped into B groups of P bits that can be transmitted

in B-modulated P-symbols znr;B−1 … znr;1 znr;0
� �

, znr;b
∈GF(2P). For the mapping between (the bitsc of) the

coded word and modulated symbol, we use the notation

znr;b ¼ M xnr;b⋅PþP−1 … xnr;b⋅P
� �� �

0 ≤ r ≤ Rþ 1; 0 ≤ b < B: ð25Þ

2.5 Turbo decoding of MNBTCs

In this section, we describe the possibilities for decoding

MNBTCs.

2.5.1 Channel output and the decoding strategy

We will start by identifying the channel sequences arriv-

ing at the (turbo) decoder.

The sequences retrieved at the channel output, after

demodulation, are denoted by y = [yR+1 … y2 y1 y0], with

yr ¼ y0r y1r … yN−1
r

� �

, ynr ¼ ynr;B−1 … ynr;1 ynr;0
� �

,

0 ≤ r ≤ R + 1, 0 ≤ n < N. Considering a Rayleigh flat fad-

ing channeld, ynr;b can be expressed as ynr;b ¼ a⋅znr;b þ wn
r;b ,

0 ≤ b < B, where wn
r;b is a sample of the additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) and a is the fading amplitude.

The decoding of these sequences can be performed bit-

wise, symbol-wise, or word-wise. Of course, dedicated de-

coding algorithms can be used: maximum a posteriori

(MAP) [23], logarithmic MAP (LogMAP) [24] or max-

imum logarithmic MAP (MaxLogMAP) [25,26]. Due to

the known advantages of the MaxLogMAP algorithm with

respect to practical implementation, we further present its

adaptation to the MNB case. Let us note that although we

adopted the strategy of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm, the

changes needed to adapt MAP and Log-MAP algorithms

to the MNB case are similar to the one shown.

2.5.2 Decoding over trellises of the component codes

To describe the operations performed by component

decoders, we will first describe their operands.

At iteration i, each decoder DECj processes the chan-

nel soft values [yR+1 … y2 yj] and the a priori information

Laj, j = 0, 1, to calculate the anch metrics (the gamma

coefficients), the nodes metrics by forward recurrence

(the alpha coefficients), the nodes metrics by backward

recurrence (the beta coefficients), a posteriori informa-

tione L, and extrinsic information Le.

The decoder tries to reconstruct the encoder's path

through the trellis. In this respect, it assigns reliability

values to each node and each branch in the trellis ac-

cording to the values of received sequences, ynr . A trellis

branch is identified by the triplet sn, sn+1, and un. How-

ever, the possible values for the variables sn, sn+1, and un

respectively have a timeless character (do not depend on

n or i). For possible values, we will use the notation: θ̂

for sn, θ for sn+1, and d for un. We will also denote by ~x

the generic word obtained by encoding d, and with ~zr;b;

the generic symbol obtained by modulating the word ~x :

~zr;b ¼ M ~xr;b⋅PþP−1 … ~xr;b⋅P½ �ð Þ 0 ≤ r ≤ Rþ 1; 0 ≤ b < B:

ð26Þ

Obviously, there is interdependence between the

current state θ̂ , future state θ, and the value of the input

wordf d: any two of them uniquely determine the third

one. For instance, the current state θ̂ of the encoder and

the input word value d determines the future state θ of

the encoder. We will mark it through notation θ̂; d
� 	

→

θ . Given this interdependence property, the indexing of

branches can be done by any two of these parameters.

Therefore, the following branch metric notations are

equivalent:

γn;ij θ̂; d
� 	

¼ γn;ij θ̂⋅2Q⋅R þ d
� 	

¼ γn;ij θ̂; θ
� 	

ð27Þ

with 0 ≤ θ̂; θ < 2Q⋅M , 0 ≤ d < 2Q·R, j =0,1.

Both branch metric γ and information processed dur-

ing decoding (L, Le, or La) depend on how the input

word d is regarded by the decoder. Thus we have

a) word-wise decoding: d is a scalar in GF(2Q∙R);

b)Q-symbol-wise decoding: d is a vector

dR−1 … d1 d0 �½ with entries in GF(2Q) (obviously, the

scalar equivalent value of d remains the same in GF(2Q∙R);

c) B-symbol-wise decoding: dr from the previous

expression of d is also a dr; B−1 … dr;1 dr;0½ � vector
with entries in GF(2P) with P = Q/B;

d) bit-wise decoding. This case results as a degener-

ation of the previous case for P = 1 and B = Q. We have

dr ¼ dr;Q−1 … dr;1 dr;0½ � .
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2.5.3 Recurrences of component decoders

In this section, we present calculations performed by

each component decoder in each iteration.

Regardless of the adopted decoding way (bit-/symbol-/

word-wise), forward and backward recurrences have the

same form:

αnþ1;i
j θð Þ ¼ ∑

θ^;dð Þ→θ

αn;ij θ̂
� 	

⋅γn;ij θ̂; d
� 	

ð28Þ

β
n;i
j θ̂
� 	

¼ ∑
θ̂← d;θð Þ

β
nþ1;i
j θð Þ⋅γn;ij θ̂; d

� 	

ð29Þ

Branch metrics γ, a posteriori information L, and

extrinsic information Le are calculated by the formulas

γ
n;i
j θ̂; d
� 	

¼ Ex−Y n
j −

1

σ2
⋅

X

B−1

b¼0

a⋅~z j;b−y
n
j;b

� 	2

θ̂;dð Þ→~z j;b








 ð30Þ

L
n;i
j δð Þ ¼ max

θ^;θð Þ→δ

αn;ij θ̂
� 	

þ γn;ij θ̂; θ
� 	

þ βnþ1;i
j θð Þ

� 	

ð31Þ

Len;ij δð Þ ¼ αn;ij θ̂
� 	

−

X

B−1

b¼0

a⋅ z̃ j;b−y
n
j;b

� 	2

θ̂ ;θð Þ→ z̃ j;b
þ










 

þβnþ1;i
j θð Þ

!










θ̂ ;θð Þ→ L
n;i
j

δð Þ¼max
� �;

ð32Þ

where σ2 is the noise variance and

Y n
1 ¼

1

σ2
⋅

X

Rþ1

r¼2

X

B−1

b¼0

a⋅~zr;b−y
n
r;b

� 	2

Y n
0 ¼

1

σ2
⋅

X

Rþ1

r¼2

X

B−1

b¼0

a⋅~zr;b−π ynr
� �

b

� 	2

ð33Þ

δ and Ex depend on the adopted decoding way:

a) Word-wise decoding: δ=d and Ex ¼ Le
n;i
j dð Þ . The

decoder calculates NLa = 2Q∙R values for L, Le, and La.

b) Q-symbol-wise decoding: δ = dr and

Ex ¼
X

R

r¼1

Le
n;i
j drð Þ θ̂;dð Þ→dr








 . The decoder calculates NLb =

R∙2Q values for L, Le, and La.

c) B-symbol-wise decoding: δ=dr,b and

Ex ¼
X

R

r¼1

X

B−1

b¼0

Len;ij dr;b

� �

θ̂ ;dð Þ→dr;b








 . The decoder calculates

NLc = R∙B∙2P values for L, Le and La.

d) Bit-wise decoding: δ=dr,q and Ex ¼
X

R

r¼1

X

Q−1

q¼0

Len;ij dr;q

� �

θ^;dð Þ→dr;q








 . The decoder calculates NLd = 2∙R∙Q values for

L, Le, and La.

We have NLd ≤ NLc ≤ NLb ≤ NLa. Obviously, a higher

value of NL requires a higher computational effort, but

also a decoder finer ‘resolution’. In fact, this is the es-

sence of the difference between SBTC, MBTC, NBTC,

and MNBTC. A simple block data restructuring would

not bring any advantage without rethinking of the de-

coding. Considering the decoding modes from d) to a),

one can note a decoding optimization shift from bit-wise

to symbol-wise and then word-wise. Word-wise decod-

ing optimization accredits the MNBTC with a higher po-

tential in decoder performanceg. Other details that

define the structure and operation of a MNBTC remain

to be optimized. An example of this is interleaving.

2.5.4 Turbo decoding

Knowing the outputs of component decoders, we can

specify the equations that govern turbo-decoding. At the

turbo decoder level, we have the relations

Ln;i0 δð Þ ¼ Ln;ia0 δð Þ−Y n
0 þ Ln;ie0 δð Þ

Ln;i1 δð Þ ¼ Ln;ia1 δð Þ−Y n
1 þ Ln;ie1 δð Þ

ð34Þ

where δ is defined above. Each decoder generates extrin-

sic information Lej that is transformed by interleaving in

a priori information for the other component decoder

Lia1 δð Þ ¼ π−1 Lie0 δð Þ
� �

Lia0 δð Þ ¼ π Li−1e1 δð Þ
� �

ð35Þ

with L0e1≡0.

The iterative process continues until all iterations are per-

formed or until a stop condition is fulfilled, if the turbo de-

coder is equipped with a mechanism to stop the iterations.

2.5.5 The hard decision

After performing all iterations, decoding is completed by

a hard decision on a posteriori information values pro-

vided by one of the two component decoders. Thus, for

word-wise decoding, we have

ûn ¼ argmax Ln;imax

1 dð Þ
� �

0 ≤ d < 2Q
R
: ð36Þ

For other decoding methods, ûn and d are replaced with

- ûn
r and dr, 0 ≤ dr < 2Q, 0 ≤ r < R, for Q-symbol-wise

decoding;

- ûn
r;b and dr,b, 0 ≤ dr,b < 2P, 0 ≤ r < R, 0 ≤ b < B, for

B-symbol-wise decoding; and

- ûn
r;q and dr,q, 0 ≤ dr,q < 2, 0 ≤ r < R, 0 ≤ q < Q, for

bit-wise decoding.

2.6 Interleaving for MNBTCs

Similarly, to the interleavers used in MBTCs [5], for

MNBTCs we also perform an intra-symbol interleaving

step and an inter-symbol interleaving step. Inter-symbol
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interleaving permutes the input words un in the informa-

tion data sequence and may be done using already

known interleaving techniques [27-29]. An advantage

brought by MNBTCs is the essential reduction of the

interleaver length N. The MNBTC data block structure

is three-dimensional: R × Q × N. For SBTC, we have a

linear data block structure (R = Q = 1) and for MBTC

and NBTC planar structures (R > Q = 1 for MBTC and

Q > R = 1 for NBTC) as well.

Interleaver size reduction implicitly leads to latency

decrease. This is an advantage offered by MNBTCs. La-

tency is generally defined as the time from the first bit

of a block input to the device to the time that the same

bit is output from the device. Since this time is propor-

tional to the length of the interleaver (not the size of the

data block), a decrease in the latency results, propor-

tional to the reduction of N, both the MNB encoder and

the MNB decoder. Latency reduction is possible because

both (MNB encoder and decoder) operate with symbols

and not bits.

MNBTCs also constitute a compromise in complexity

(placed) between MBTCs and NBTCs. Thus, considering

the same data block of size R × Q × N bits and the same

memory M for all three (MBTC, NBTC, and MNBTC),

in Table 1, we present the total number of ways from

component encoders' trellises (MBCE, NBCE, and

MNBCE). We considered that each encoder has an extra

output (minimum redundancy). Then, the MNB enco-

der's trellis has 2(Q − 1) × (R + 1) × M/Q more branches

than the MB encoder's trellis and 2(R − 1) × Q × M less

branches than the NB encoder's trellis. However, an ac-

curate comparison is difficult, given that data block size

and coding rate for the encoder in question cannot be

aligned simultaneously. The fact however is that the

MNB encoder has a low complexity compared to the NB

encoder due to a lower number of bits per symbol.

Table 2 compares the volume of the calculation made

by the convolutional decoder for SB, MB, and MNB. For

each case, we present details about the calculation of the

recurrent coefficients α and β, of the coefficients γ (trel-

lis branch metrics), and the values of the coefficients L.

‘No.’ is the total number of coefficients calculated. To

calculate each coefficient, we require a number of ‘prod’

multiplications and a number of ‘sum’ additions or ‘cmp’

comparisons. For a fair analysis, it is necessary to use

the same number of bits of information, the same

encoding rate and the same constraint length (binary

equivalent) for all three cases. The encoding rate is ad-

justable through puncturing. But puncturing does not

change the ‘volume’ of decoding calculation. Thus, for

comparison, we considered the natural rate of encoding

in each case. In order to preserve the size of the input

data block, we considered that a data block has the same

number of bits (R × Q × N) in all three cases.

‘Preserving’ the constraint length (binary equivalent)

requires that between M’ (SB and MB encoders' mem-

ory) and M (MNB encoder's memory) there be the for-

mula: M’ = Q × M.

As expected, the volume of the calculation for the

MNB decoder is significantly higher than for SB and

MB. However, a comparison between computational ef-

forts made in turbo-decoding for the three cases must

take into account the convergence of the iterative

process (see Section 3.2, Equation 38).

By imposing the ‘preservation’ of the number of bits in

the data block results an advantage for MNB: reduced

latency. Thus, the numbers of recurrent steps necessary

to be taken in the SB, MB, or MNB decoders are R × Q ×

N + 1, Q × N + 1, and N + 1, respectively. If the other

theoretical calculations can be parallelized, recurrences

require successive calculations. Thus, latency becomes

proportional to the number of recurrent steps and, of

course, there is a reduction in the case of MNB.

Intra-symbol interleaving, used in the DVB-RCS and

WiMAX standards, operates on the R = 2 bits (Q = 1) of

each input symbol, reversing their positions for even in-

dexes n. Since for MNBTCs, an input word consists of

at least 4 bits, intra-symbol interleaving can be made in

many more ways. A study of these modes is beyond the

scope of this paper. The intra-symbol permutation im-

plemented in the simulation results presented in Section

3 was not specifically optimized: we performed helical

intra-symbol interleaving, i.e., the R∙Q bits of the un

word are cyclically permuted by one position in the

same direction.

3 An example of MNBTC
This section presents an instance of MNBTC offering a

good trade-off between performance and complexity. It

is the outcome of a search among the MNB component

encoders family with R = 2 (double-binary input), Q = 2,

and memory M = 3. The next sections provide some

Table 1 Components of MB, NB and MNB encoders’ trellises

Type of encoder Interleaver length Coding rate Rc Bits/symbol Memory States/tact Branches/tact Total trellis branches

MB Q × N R/(R + 1) 1 M 2M 2(R + 1) × M Q × N × 2(R + 1)M

NB N 1/2 R × Q M (2R × Q)M (2R × Q)2 × M N × (2R × Q)2 × M

MNB N R/(R + 1) Q M (2Q)M (2Q)(R + 1) × M N × (2Q)(R + 1)M
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details on the MNB component encoder family's cardin-

ality and on the selection criteria. Then the BER/FER

performance of the selected MNBTC is compared with

the memory-4 DBTC used in the DVB-RCS2 standard.

We chose this TC as benchmark, since it is the most

powerful standardized TC with a ½ natural rate. But an

absolute ‘fair’ comparison should be made between con-

volutional codes with the same ‘binary equivalent con-

straint length’.

3.1 Cardinality of the two double-binary inputs MNB

convolutional encoder family

A component of this family is identified by the following

coding matrix:

G ¼ g32 g31 g30; g22g21g20; g12g11g10; g02g01g00
� �

; ð37Þ

where gm,r∈GF(4). The cardinality of the set of matrices

in the form given by (10), verifying g3,2∙g3,1∙g3,0 ≠ 0 is

NG3 × 2 × 2 = 411 − 48, i.e. over 4 million. Comparatively,

the number of memory-4 convolutional encoders

amounts to NG4 × 1 × 1 = 29 − 27 for single-binary codes

and NG4 × 2 × 1 = 214 − 211 for double-binary codes. It is

desirable to reduce the selection base by eliminating a

priori poor performance matrices. Thus, we investigated

only matrices with g0 = [g3,0 g2,0 g1,0 1] as primitive poly-

nomial (irreducible with maximum period 63). These

are [2 1 1 1], [2 1 3 1], [2 2 2 1], [2 2 3 1], [2 3 1 1],

[2 3 2 1], [3 1 1 1], [3 1 2 1], [3 2 1 1], [3 2 3 1], [3 3 2 1],

and [3 3 3 1].

3.2 Search for the best MNBCE

Through practical observations, we found that an effi-

cient turbo decoder in terms of BER/FER converges also

rapidly, meaning that on average, it performs few itera-

tions to correct a block. Thus, if the TC is equipped with

a criterion for stopping the iterations, its convergence is

defined as the ratio of the total number of iterations, iter

(Nb) necessary for the decoding of Nb turbo-coded

blocks and Nb, when Nb is large

Cv ¼ lim
Nb→∞

iter Nbð Þ

Nb
: ð38Þ

For small SNR values, convergence Cv tends to itermax,

the maximum iteration number, which is set a priori.

When the SNR increases, the weight of the non-

converging blocks decreases.

The motivation of using convergence criterion is that

Cv can be calculated with a quite good accuracy for

small values of Nb. So, the turbo code functionality was

simulated with each of the component codes. The simu-

lations were stopped if the convergence Cv overcame a

given limit

stop the simulation if Cv Nbð Þ > Cv0–Nb⋅dCv; ð39Þ

where dCv represents the speed of threshold decreasing.

The given threshold Cv0 – Nb⋅dCv decreases with Nb in

order to limit the simulation duration for a specific code.

In the search we made, the values of the parameters Cv0

and dCv were chosen equal to 4.5 and 15 × 10−4 respect-

ively. For example, for a TC with a convergence Cv1 = 3

iterations/block, Nb1 = 103 blocks are simulated. The

lower the convergence of a TC, the more blocks have to

be simulated, which leads to a more precise estimate of

its convergence.

We used the QPP inter-symbol interleaver set forth in

the LTE standard for the length of 376. Thus, the data

block size is 4 × 376 bits. For the most efficient compo-

nent encoders in terms of convergence, we performed

simulations in order to estimate BER and FER. Note that

we obtained many component encoders with very close

BER/FER performance.

Table 2 Complexity of the Max-Log-MAP decoding algorithm

SB MB MNB

α, β No. (R × Q × N + 1) × 2M’ (Q × N + 1) × 2M’ (N + 1) × 2Q × M

Prod 2 2R 2Q × R

Sum 1 2R − 1 2Q × R
− 1

γ No. R × Q × N × 2M’2 Q × N × 2M’2R N × 2Q × M × 2Q × R

Prod 2 R + 1 (R + 1) × 2Q

Sum 2 R + 1 (R + 1) × 2Q

L No. R × Q × N × 2 Q × N × 2R N × 2Q × R

Prod 2 2 × 2M’ 2 × 2Q × M

Cmp 1 2M − 1 2Q × M
− 1

Comparison between SB, MB, and MNB.
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3.3 Simulations results

The method described above led to the following gener-

ator matrix:

Gsample ¼ 322; 111; 221; 111½ � ð40Þ

The MNBTC performance built with this component

encoder is compared with the one of the benchmark

DBTC from DVB-RCS2 in Figure 4. For a fair compari-

son, we used data blocks with sizes of R × Q × N = 2 ×

2 × 376 bits for MNBTC and 2 × 1 × 752 bits for DBTC.

Also, for both TCs, we used tail-biting and the Max-

Log-MAP decoding algorithm with the adaptation previ-

ously described for MNBs (word-wise decoding). To

plot the curves, we performed simulations until 500 er-

roneous blocks were obtained or until a maximum num-

ber of blocks equal to 109 for DBTC and around

2 ×108 for MNBTC were simulated. Exceptions are sim-

ulations to determine the extreme points of the curves

‘AWGN&BPSK’ for MNBTC. For these points, simula-

tions ran until we obtained 30 erroneous blocks (over

2.1 ×109 blocks transmitted). The maximum number of

iterations is set to 16 or 100, combined with the genie

stopping criterion [30]. The theoretical limit mentioned

in Figure 4 is the sphere packing bound that takes the

penalty due to the block size into account [31]. For the

16-QAM modulation, to perform the mapping between

coded symbols and modulation symbols, in the MNBTC

case, we used the values B = Q = 2, P = 1, and the relation

znr;b ¼ 2⋅xnr;b−3; ð41Þ

where xnr;b ∈GF(4)={0,1,2,3}, 0 ≤ r < R + 1, 0 ≤ b < 2,

and 0 ≤ n < N–1.

For the DBTC case, we used the relations

zn1 ¼ 2⋅xn3−1
� �

⋅ 2⋅xn1 þ 1
� �

zn0 ¼ 2⋅xn2−1
� �

⋅ 2⋅xn0 þ 1
� � ; xnr ∈GF 2ð Þ ¼ 0; 1f g; 0≤n < N−1;



ð42Þ

where xn3 xn2 xn1 xn0½ � is the turbo decoder output at

time n. We do not use puncturing, nor quantization nor
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Figure 6 FER performance comparison between MNBTC and

NB-LDPC for different lengths of the data block. (a) NB-LDPC

curves were taken from Figure three “EMS” in [32] for 192 bits

and Figure eleven ‘Punctured C1 R = 1/2’ in [33] for 1,024 bits;

(b) NB-LDPC curves were taken from Figure three (c) ‘GF(256)

Protograph LDPC Code’ in [34] - NB-LDPC, Figure two ‘LDPC GF(256)’

in [35] - NB-LDPC1 for 256 bits and Figure three ‘Hybrid LDPC

2 N = 2,048’ in [36] for 2,048 bits; (c) NB-LDPC curves were taken

from Figure thirteen ‘BP floating point’ in [37] for 288 bits and Figure

three ‘Multi-edge type LDPC N = 2,560’ in [36] for 2,560 bits;

(d) NB-LDPC curves were taken from Figure three (d) ‘GF(256)

Protograph LDPC Code, R = 1/2’ in [34] for 448 bits and Figure

three ‘irregular GF(8) code’ in [38] - NB-LDPC, Figure three ‘hybrid

G(8) − G(2) code’ in [38] - NB-LDPC1 for 3,008 bits.
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bit interleaving between code and modulation for the

Rayleigh case, since BPSK is assumed in this case.

Whatever type of channel involved and the type of

modulation used, as argued by the curves in Figure 4,

the MNBTC does not show the error floor effect in the

value range for FER investigated. The MNBTC perform-

ance in the waterfall region is slightly weaker than for

the DBTC: the observed convergence loss ranges from

0.1 to 0.4 dB, but that the error floor is much lower in

all the simulated cases.

An advantage of MNBTCs over DBTCs is the continu-

ous improvement of BER/FER performance when per-

forming an average number of iterations greater than

usual for TCs. Figure 4 shows that the FER performance

of the DBTC does not improve from 16 to 100 itera-

tions, whereas for the MNBTC, the improvement is

clear. This is an interesting property for applications

where the decoding latency/throughput is not an issue.

Some additional details on this behavior are given in

Figure 5. At a SNR = 1.4 dB, the histogram of blocks as

a function of the number of iterations required for cor-

rection presents a much higher dispersion in MNBTCs

than DBTCs. While the SNR increases, the histograms

for MNBTCs becomes ‘finer’, and have become more

compact than DBTC histograms at SNRs greater

than 2 dB. For SNR > 2 dB, MNBTC shows better con-

vergence than DBTC. This is argued by the third dia-

gram in Figure 5.

In Figure 6, we compared the performance of the pro-

posed MNBTC with that of the NB-LDPCs presented re-

cently in the literature, [32-38]. In the simulations

carried out for the construction of the curves for the

MNBTCs in Figure 6, we used the stop criteria described

in [39], with a threshold value of 20. The results in this

figure clearly lead to the conclusion that the proposed

MNBTC is inferior in terms of performance to the

NB-LDPC in small size data block (under a thousand

bits), but becomes superior at larger sizes (thousands

of bits).

4 Conclusion
This work opens a new horizon for TCs: using of the

multi-non-binary convolutional encoders by generalizing

the concepts of multi-binary and non-binary codes. The

sample of MNBTC presented in this paper successfully

competes in performance with the DBTC recently stan-

dardized in DVB-RCS2. The main advantages (as for ex-

ample latency reduction) of MNBTCs arise from the

more compact form of data blocks. Many aspects

still remain to be explored in this horizon, e.g., an

optimization for intra-symbol interleaving. We intend

also to investigate new solutions for decoding MNBTCs.

The MAP adaptation algorithm, described above, is a ra-

ther complex solution. Due to the non-binary nature, it

is possible to find solutions less complicated, possibly

by adapting the algorithms used in (turbo) decoding

of the Reed-Solomon codes. Such solutions even if

they are less effective than MAP type algorithms can

be alternatives.

Regarding the iteration stopping criteria, stopping

mechanisms dedicated to SBTCs abound in the litera-

ture [30,39-42]. A few studies on the stopping criteria

for MBTCs can also be found [39,43]. In general, they

can be adapted to the MNB case. Although a detailed

study on this topic is beyond the scope of this paper, we

have implemented the stopping criterion called minAPP

in [39] for the MNB case. Performance in terms of BER/

FER is similar to the application of the genie criterion

[30]. However, the average number of iterations per-

formed for decoding a block depends on the selected

stopping technique. Thus, an MNB turbo-decoder

equipped with a mechanism to stop the iterations based

on the minAPP criterion (easily implementable in prac-

tice) performs on average 1.5 more iterations than the

one based on the genie criterion (not applicable in

practice).

The investigation of the possibilities of using the

MNBTC in cooperative communications schemes,

[44-46], is also of interest.

Endnotes
aTo avoid confusion, let us point out that the matrix

T is the only variable throughout the paper that appears

exponentiated, i.e., for which the top right indexes are

exponents.
bObviously, the trellis can be closed in any other state,

but this does not bring benefits.
cEven if working with symbols and words, they exist

physically still under binary form.
dBy ‘flat’ we considered a frequency nonselective fad-

ing, whose amplitude remains constant for the duration

of a transmitted symbol (which is P times greater than

the length of a bit).
eSince in the Max-Log-MAP algorithm operations are

performed in the logarithmic domain, operands have an

information dimension and not a probability one.
fThe input word uniquely identifies a branch between

all outgoings (or incomings) in a node.
gOptimal decoding algorithm uses a posteriori prob-

abilities for the entire sequence of data transmitted.
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ratio; TC: turbo codes; WiMAX: worldwide interoperability for microwave access.
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